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Realistic Procedural Plant Modeling from
Multiple View Images
Jianwei Guo, Shibiao Xu, Dong-Ming Yan, Zhanglin Cheng, Marc Jaeger, Xiaopeng Zhang
Abstract—In this paper, we describe a novel procedural modeling technique for generating realistic plant models from
multi-view photographs. The realism is enhanced via visual and spatial information acquired from images. In contrast to
previous approaches that heavily rely on user interaction to segment plants or recover branches in images, our method
automatically estimates an accurate depth map of each image and extracts a 3D dense point cloud by exploiting an efficient
stereophotogrammetry approach. Taking this point cloud as a soft constraint, we fit a parametric plant representation to simulate
the plant growth progress. In this way, we are able to synthesize parametric plant models from real data provided by photos and
3D point clouds. We demonstrate the robustness of the proposed approach by modeling various plants with complex branching
structures and significant self-occlusions. We also demonstrate that the proposed framework can be used to reconstruct groundcovering plants, such as bushes and shrubs which have been given little attention in the literature. The effectiveness of our
approach is validated by visually and quantitatively comparing with the state-of-the-art approaches.
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I NTRODUCTION

P

LANTS are ubiquitous in the nature, and realistic
plant modeling plays an important role in various
applications, which range from forest management
and urban modeling to virtual reality, such as 3D
games and scene roaming. Plant reconstruction and
modeling have been fundamental research topics for
a long time in the fields of computer graphics [1],
remote sensing [2], and plant biology [3].
A large amount of plant modeling approaches have
been developed in the past decades, however, plant
modeling remains a non-trivial and challenging task
due to the complexity of the modeling process. For
example, procedural modeling approaches [4], [5],
[6] work efficiently for synthesizing local branching
structure details to produce botanically correct plant
models. Although this conventional approach has
certain capability to control the growth of plants
under certain shape constraints [7], it is quite difficult to model existing real-world plants. Recently,
reconstruction from point clouds [8], [9], [10] has received considerable attention. While these geometrybased methods might precisely reconstruct skeletal
structures, the botanical fidelity of plants is difficult to
maintain. Another drawback is that 3D laser/LIDAR
scanning often involves high device cost, inconvenient
operation, and sensitivity to occlusion, which greatly
limit its practical application in many complex scenes.
With the fine portability and high resolution of
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Fig. 1. Modeling results using our approach (Middle)
and the method of Pałubicki et al. [14] (Right). The
parameters used in both approaches are same.

optical cameras, image-based approaches provide a
cost-effective way that overcomes the above mentioned problems. The structure-from-motion (SFM)
method is typically used to reconstruct the point
clouds from multiple plant images [11] or even
fewer images with narrow viewing ranges [12]. However, the state-of-the-art SFM methods still have serious limitations. The reason is threefold: first, since
the feature-matching process based on features [e.g.,
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)] does not perform efficiently on plants with complexity and selfhiding properties, these methods produce unsatisfying point cloud that may cause errors for reconstruction; second, user interactions are usually required to
identify the crown or branching structures on images
to avoid segmentation, which can be difficult and
tedious; last but not least, these approaches tend to
accomplish a reconstruction mission rather than a
modeling issue, and thus, the output is difficult to
use in later applications, such as dynamic reaction to
the environment [13].
We present a new framework for generating realistic plants in this paper to fully possess advantages of
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procedural modeling and data-driven reconstruction
approaches. We connect both data-driven reconstruction and plant growth modeling for our procedural
modeling of plants. The technique of plant growing
is used in our approach for two reasons. One is
that the procedural modeling is closely growth related; hence, the procedural information is recovered
through the growth of plant structure. The other is
that our plant reconstruction needs an expansion of
the tree structure which starts from the root position
of the target plant according to the shape constraint.
In this sense, “growth” means space expansion of tree
branches to fill to the space of the input data, and
we mention about plant growth in our technique for
structure recovery. Therefore, our results are mainly
plant models that cannot be directly used for growth
simulation.
In this paper, we make several novel improvements
over existing image-based modeling approaches. First,
we extend the binocular stereo approach to multiple views to generate depth maps for each view;
thus, a dense point cloud is obtained by projecting
and fusing all depth information together. Second,
we present a rule-based framework for generating
a realistic plant model from a point cloud, which
avoids finding parameters required in optimizationbased methods [15] [16]. In this way, we integrate
multi-view point cloud acquisition with rule-based
approach for procedural plant modeling. This combination enriches the plant generation literature by
building connections between rule-based virtual plant
modeling and data-driven plant reconstruction. In
summary, our method supplements several important
contributions to plant modeling:
1) We develop an automatic 3D point cloud acquisition technique for plants via accurate and
dense depth map computation for plant images,
which could generate denser and more complete
point cloud than those generated by traditional
multi-view stereo reconstruction approaches.
2) We present a new plant reconstruction method
by combining real data (photos and 3D point
cloud) analysis with rule-based procedural plant
modeling. Specifically, we could reconstruct a
realistic plant from the point cloud using a procedural model, as shown in Fig. 1.
3) The proposed framework can also be used to
model ground-covering non-tree plants, such as
bushes and shrubs, which have gained little
attention and cannot be handled in previous
reconstruction based approaches [9], [10], [17].

2

R ELATED W ORK

The plant modeling approaches can be classified into
three major categories, namely, procedural modeling, data-driven reconstruction approaches (e.g., photographs or scanned points), and interactive modeling. A detailed survey is out of the scope of this
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paper, and we briefly review some key techniques in
this section. In addition, the most relevant works for
computing dense depth maps are also revisited.
Virtual plant modeling. Rule-based procedural modeling approaches utilize a small set of generative rules
deduced from plants that occur in the nature to create
complex branching structures. The most famous rulebased system is the L-system [4]. Prusinkiewicz et al.
develop a series of algorithms [18], [19], [20] based on
L-system to model different plant types with special
characteristics. Honda [5] considers constructing the
tree structure through a recursive procedure under
some rules by using a small number of geometric parameters. Since then, numerous geometric rules, such
as implicit functions [21], fractal models [22], and narrow near-conical tubes [23], are used to produce recursive realistic-looking plants. De Reffye et al. [24] also
use a collection of rules, but these rules are motivated
by plant growth models. Deussen and Lintermann [1]
develop the Xfrog technique as a combination of a
rule-based technique and geometric modeling. More
recently, the space colonization algorithms [6], [25] is
proposed to generate trees and shrubs by simulating
the competition for space among growing branches.
Pałubicki et al. [14] generate realistic models of trees
and shrubs from a self-organizing process dominated
by the competition of buds and branches for light and
space. Kim and Cho [26] introduce growth volume for
efficient modeling of trees by means of botany-based
self-organizing under a recursive hierarchy structure.
Instead of directly modeling plants from generative rules, other approaches use guidance shapes
as constraints. Stava et al. [16] propose an inverse
procedural method to guide L-system-based plants
toward a target polygonal model. This method uses
Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) to estimate
the optimal parameters of a procedural model for
producing plants similar to the input. Wang et al. [15]
propose a new variational approach targeting on generating realistic plants in specific shapes, in which the
shape-guidance plant modeling is formulated as an
optimization problem.
In other works, procedural models can be transformed into certain shapes by user input. For example, Beneš et al. [27] present a guided procedural modeling approach that divides space into guide
regions for branch growth, which allows the user
to control the high-level description by editing the
guides. User-drawn sketches have also been used for
interactive design and editing of 3D plants [28]. Xu
and Mould [29], [30] present graph-based methods to
compute a branching structure by collecting least-cost
paths in a graph; users can create desired variations
by adjusting the initial graph shape.
Data-driven reconstruction of plants. Nowadays, the
approaches of reconstructing plants from real-world
data have been proposed, which reflect the real shape
of a plant with high precision and high resolution.
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Many researchers have attempted to utilize
3D reconstruction techniques from 2D photos or
videos [31] for plant modeling. The pioneering work
of Shlyakhter et al. [32] extracts visual hulls from
input images and constructs a medial axis as the
main 3D tree skeleton. The branches are synthesized
within these hulls using L-systems. Reche-Martinez
et al. [33] present a volumetric representation
for the rendering of plants with variable opacity.
However, this method lacks the real 3D geometry
of plants because it is based on billboards. The
method of Quan et al. [34] can produce an accurate
leaf geometry using SFM techniques, but it hardly
scales to outdoor and large plants. Tan et al. [17]
automatically synthesize L-system rules from input
images to accommodate the modeling of large-sized
plants, which complements the approach of [34] that
is only suitable for small-sized plants. In a follow-up
work, Tan et al. [35] generate a realistic 3D plant
model from only a single image, but they rely on
user-drawn strokes to guide the synthesis. Neubert
et al. [36] generate an approximate volumetric plant
representation, and a 3D particle flow simulation is
performed to extract branching structure from the
recovered plant volume. Bradley et al. [37] introduce
a framework for 3D capture, modeling, and synthesis
of densely leaved foliage, which is based on multiview stereo combined with data-driven tactics.
Guénard et al. [38] propose to generate a 3D plant
model using an analysis-by-synthesis method that
combines information from a single image and a
priori knowledge of the plant species.
In contrast to image-based methods, 3D point cloud
obtained via laser scanning provides a more intuitive
way to capture plant geometry [39], [40]. Xu et al. [8]
classify points into leaves and branches, and they
develop a heuristic-based approach to model main
branches by clustering edges in a spanning graph.
Small twigs and leaves are randomly added to form
the crown geometry. Later, a hybrid approach [41]
extracts 3D skeletons also using a spanning treebased algorithm. Bucksch et al. [42], [43] apply space
partitioning to cluster points and build a curved skeleton by connecting adjacent clusters. Côté et al. [44]
synthesize plant skeleton and leaf geometry based
on light scattering properties obtained from scanned
sample intensities. Yan et al. [45] reconstruct complete branches by fitting cylinders on local parts of
a segmented point cloud. Livny et al. [9] use global
optimizations for reconstructing tree skeletons by
computing minimal spanning graphs. In a subsequent
work, they present a lobe-based representation and
synthesize a full plant model by instancing the lobes
with predefined patches [46]. Raumonen et al. [47]
locally approximate trunks and branches with cylinders which are then combined into branches. Friedman and Stamos [48] infer shape grammars from the
wavelet transform of an input tree point cloud then
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reproduce the tree structure using the grammars. Li et
al. [49] present a forward-backward analysis approach
for capturing a developing plant and analyzing its
evolving parts over time. Wang et al. [10], [50] present
structure and direction-aware global optimization approaches to reconstruct 3D plants from incomplete
point clouds. Recently, the work of [51] proposes a
data-driven approach to synthesize 3D botanical trees
from existing ones using a statistical modeling in
which each tree is considered a point in a tree-shaped
space, equipped with a proper metric.
Multi-view stereo reconstruction. The state-of-theart point cloud reconstruction techniques include two
steps, namely, SFM [52], [53] and Patch-based MultiView Stereo (PMVS) [54]. This combination has been
widely used for multiple plant images [11], [17], [34].
SFM can generate a sparse set of matched key points
(e.g., SIFT), and PMVS repeatedly expands these features to semi-dense point clouds based on visibility
constraints. However, these methods aim at reconstructing a global 3D model by using all the images
available simultaneously; thus, they suffer from the
scalability problem as the number of images increases.
Their feature matching process also may not perform
well on plant images with repetitive or similar feature
property, which cannot produce point clouds to satisfy
our plant modeling requirements.
By contrast, we pay attention to depth map based
reconstruction methods, which are natural extensions
from binocular stereo to multiple views. Such methods first compute dense depth maps at each view
and then project them together into a single point
cloud model by considering visibility. Shen [55] uses
PatchMatch stereo [56] to generate accurate depth
maps instead of merely matching key point features.
In this paper, we further combine the PatchMatch
stereo algorithm with image segmentation to improve
the initial depth estimation for repetitive or similar
feature regions. We also enable a global bundle optimization for depth refinement according to the geometric coherence constraint, which is solved via graph
cuts [57] to take advantage of better convergence for
achieving high accuracy.

3

M ETHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

Our goal is to generate a realistic plant model from
a handful of overlapping images. Fig. 2 illustrates
the overall plant modeling process, which comprises
two main steps: 3D point cloud reconstruction and
procedural modeling guided by point cloud.
Initially, we develop an effective method to compute dense depth map for each image. After recovering camera parameters, we consider the photoconsistency and geometric coherence constraints over
multiple views to estimate per-pixel depth (Fig. 2(b)),
which is then refined by an iterative global optimization. The depth maps can be easily combined into
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(a) Input images

(b) Depth maps

(c) Point cloud

(d) Skeletal structure

(e) Textured plant

Fig. 2. Overview of our image-based plant modeling system. Given a set of multi-view images (a), we first
compute a dense depth map for each image (b), and extract a single point cloud from the depth maps (c).
Guided by the point cloud, a rule-based modeling technique is then applied to reconstruct the plant skeleton (d).
(e) shows the final plant model with textured leaves.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Key steps of extracting point cloud process. From left to right: input images (a), per-pixel depth estimation
by considering the photo-consistency and geometric coherence constraints (b), depth refinement by guided
filtering (c), reconstructed point cloud (d). Here we show two views for the depth map computation.

a single dense point cloud by considering visibility
(Fig. 2(c)).
Next, we regard the point cloud as soft constraints
to guide the procedural plant modeling. In order to
describe various plant species, a parametric skeletal structure is presented, where the parameters are
stored in a data repository. We integrate this parametric representation into a rule-based growing system by
adapting this system to the real point cloud (Fig. 2(d)).
Finally, the 3D skeletal structure is converted into
plant geometry by meshing branches and adding
leaves to complete the model, as shown in Fig. 2(e).

4

P OINT C LOUD R ECONSTRUCTION

Given an image sequence, camera parameters can
be estimated reliably by employing the open-source
Bundler SFM system [53], [58]. To make accurate
depth estimation, we introduce an iterative optimization scheme by first initializing the depth maps based
on photo-consistency and then refining the depth by
geometric coherence.

Depth initialization. We define the camera parameters of two neighboring images Ii , Ij as {Ki , Ri , Ci }
and {Kj , Rj , Cj }, where K is the intrinsic matrix, R
is the rotation matrix, and C is the camera center. The
transformation matrix [59] between Ii and Ij is given
by
Hi→j (dxi , ni ) = Kj (Rj Ri−1 − Rj (Cj − Ci )nTi /v)Ki−1 .
(1)
where parameter v = −nT X is defined via normal n
and coordinate X of the current 3D point.
For each pixel p in image Ii , we can find its
corresponding pixel in Ij using this transformation
matrix H(d, n). For applying the PatchMatch stereo,
we combine the mean-shift segmentation and photoconsistency to define the depth estimation problem
as:
Z
Z
E1 (d, n) = τ
m(p, (d, n))dp+λ
kdΩi (p)−d(p)k1 dp,
Ωi

Ωi

(2)
where we model each segment Ωi as a 3D plane.
m(p, (d, n)) is the photo-consistency based matching
cost for pixel p [59], while kdΩi (p) − d(p)k1 represents
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TABLE 1
Tree parameters.
Parames.

Name

l

internode length

φ
ψ

Fig. 4. Illustration of terminologies (left) and parameters (right) used in our parametric plant representation.

ρ
γ

the depth cost in each segment, which enforces that a
segment has a compact set of depth values.
Depth refinement. Since the raw depth maps may
not completely agree with each other on overlapping
areas due to depth errors, a refinement process is
needed to enforce geometric coherence over multiple views. We accordingly give the likelihood of the
depth for any pixel p ∈ Ii by combining the photoconsistency and geometric coherence constraints:
X
L(p, (di , ni )) =
m(p, (di , ni ))mv (p, p0 , (di0 , ni0 )),
i0

(3)
where
the
geometric
coherence
term
mv (p, p0 , (di0 , ni0 )) is similar to the constraint
used in [60]. Our optimization problem is finally
defined as:
Z
(1 − u(p)L(p, (di , ni )))dp,
(4)
E2 (p, (d, n)) =
Ii

where u(p) is an indicator function. Fig. 3(b) shows
the depth results by considering both the photoconsistency and geometric coherence constraints.
For an efficient and accurate optimization, we use
the standard graph cuts approach [57] to minimize
the above energy function. Further, it is worth noting
that a high quality depth map of plants should have
smooth and detailed structures. Hence, we apply a
guided filtering algorithm [61] to further refine the
depth map. The refined depth map manages to capture the detailed edge discontinuities and outline the
profile of plants, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

5

P LANT M ODELING

Once the 3D point cloud has been extracted, we
generate a realistic plant model. Unlike previous approaches [9], [17], which focus on accomplishing a
reconstruction mission, we fit a parametric model to
the points of plants by applying a rule-based modeling method. In the following, we first describe a
parametric representation for plant structure, which
can define various geometric plant shapes. Then, an
improved procedural modeling approach guided by
real point cloud is proposed.

5.1

Description

the base length of a single internode
rotation angle of lateral branches associated
roll angle
with two successive nodes
angle between a lateral branch
branching angle
and its parent shoot
number of internodes generated
growth units
on a single shoot during one
growth cycle
diameter coefficient branch thickness transmission coefficient

Parametric plant representation

In this section, we build a parametric representation
for plant skeletal structure, as shown in Fig. 4. To
precisely explain our techniques, we first give the
definition of several related terminologies.
Terminologies. In a hierarchically organized plant
structure [24] [14], a node is a basic concept that corresponds to a point composing a branch and probably
supporting stems or leaves. The part of a branch between two successive nodes is called internode. There
are two kinds of buds, namely, a lateral bud is created
in the axil of each leaf, and an apical bud is situated
at the end of a branch. The fundamental structural
unit of a plant body is known as metamer formed by
a node, associated with its leaf (or leaves) and lateral
bud(s) plus the subtending internode. A sequence of
metamers created from active buds forms a shoot.
Parametric skeletal structure. We create a parametric
skeletal structure that is sufficiently powerful to generate various plant species. Several procedural modeling methods exist for extracting branching structures,
and theoretically, any parameter-driven approaches
can be integrated into our framework. For example,
Stava et al. [16] use 24 parameters to simulate the
effects of internal and external factors on plant shape.
However, since our modeling approach is guided by
real data, many parameters in [16] is redundant for us,
such as the environmental and bud fate parameters.
On the other hand, tuning so many parameters is
difficult for ordinary users. Therefore, in our work,
we employ a parametric model that includes 5 parameters for representing the skeletal structure. These
parameters are listed in Table 1, and illustrated in
Fig. 4. We pre-generate those parameters by measuring multiple real trees and store the average value in
a species library. The parameter of growth units ρ can
be computed automatically in our method by using
a logistic growth equation, which will be described
later in subsection 5.2.
The last parameter γ is used for computing branch
thickness at every growing stage. From the reconstructed point cloud, we can estimate the diameter of
the trunk at the plant base droot , then the allometric
rule [62] discovered by Da Vinci is used to obtain
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plausible estimates for the rest of the plant skeleton.
Given the diameter dp of the parent node, the diameter of each child node is defined by Equation 5:
lc
dci = dp ( P i )γ ,
j lcj

(5)

where lci is the total branch length supported by this
child.
5.2

Procedural modeling

The core of our modeling algorithm is built on the
observation that an obtained point cloud represents a
plant growing result controlled by external environmental and internal factors. The original space colonization algorithm [6] distributes markers (uniformly
and randomly generated points) to guide the growth
process, where the markers represent the available
space. However, this algorithm is mostly used to
model virtual plants without controlling the form
of plants. In order to control the tree form, some
interactive systems, such as the works of Pałubicki
et al. [14] and TreeSketch [28], use a 3D procedural
brush to dynamically create markers. Inspired by this
idea, we assume that the geometry of plants has been
formed by the point cloud (or depth information), just
imagine we have pre-generated such points using a
3D procedural brush. Then, starting from seeds located at the root, we improve a parametric procedural
model to simulate plant modeling, i.e., buds always
grow toward some points of the point cloud and fit
those points.
Rule-based growing mechanism. In this step, we
integrate the parametric representation into a rulebased growing mechanism using a relatively simple
L-system, which describes branching plants by stringrewriting mechanisms. From a seed location, our Lsystem is defined as follows:
L-system 1: Simulate plant growing
1
2
3
4

Seed(p, v) −→ A(p, v)
A(p, v) −→ {M etamer(p0 , v0 )∗}A(p00 , v00 )
M etamer(p, v) −→ Internode(p, v)L(p0 , v0 )
L(p, v) −→ A(p0 , v0 )

Starting from a seed with position p and orientation
v, we set the seed as the apical bud of the future trunk.
Here, orientation v indicates the growth direction of
each bud. Its initial value is the upward direction,
but will be adjusted according to the branching and
roll angles at each stage (see the following). The
developmental rule (the kernel of the growth process)
is defined from the apical bud A(p, v). This rule
results in a chain of metamers (a growth unit, or
growth shoot), represented by {∗}. For each metamer,
the position is computed from the previous one (the
closest metamer on the same branch in the growth

direction), using the previous orientation and length.
The orientation is also updated by applying the roll
(phyllotaxy) angle. For example, n is supposed to be
the total number of metamers generated in one cycle
(n ≥ 1). For the first metamer (i = 1), p01 = p, v10 = v,
where the new metamer position is the apical bud
position, same for the direction. For the next metamers
(i > 1, i ≤ n), the new metamer position is at the end
0
of the previous one: p0i = p0i−1 + vi−1
· l, and the new
direction is a phyllotaxy application to the previous
0
metamer: vi0 = Rφ (vi−1
), where Rφ represents the
rotation matrix specified by the roll angle φ. Note
that this rotation does not change the metamer main
direction but applies the phyllotaxy to the lateral
bud. Finally, the apical bud closes the metamer chain:
p00 = p0n + vn0 · l, v00 = vn0 .
Then in concordance with botany plant architecture,
the metamer is interpreted as an internode and a
lateral bud L(p0 , v0 ), where the position of L is at the
end of the internode, and the orientation of the lateral
L is transformed with respect to the branching angle
parameter ψ: p0 = p + v · l, v0 = Rψ (v). Finally, any
lateral bud is considered a new apical bud for a new
axis to be grown in the next growth cycle.
Space colonization. When implementing the above
L-systems, Pałubicki et al. [14] iteratively simulate
the space competition among growing branches. They
assume that each bud is surrounded by a spherical
occupancy zone of radius dk (called kill distance)
and has a conical perception volume characterized
by the perception angle θ and radius di (called
influence distance), as shown in the inset below.
Typical values for these parameters are: θ ≈ 90◦ ,
di ∈ [4l, 12l], and dk = 0.5di , where l is the internode length. Then each bud searches its perception
volume to find the markers that are closest to it.

Finally, the optimal direcVopt
perception volume
~opt , of its growth
tion, V
is calculated as the average of the normalized vec~i formed by the bud
di
tors V
~opt =
and each marker: V
Pn ~
dk
i=1 Vi . The growing distance is the distance from
the bud to the centroid of
these markers.
While this framework can generate plausible results, it has not taken real data into account. As a
result, it is not easy to generate plants that are similar
to real data (see Fig. 1). In our work, we integrate three
adaptation steps into this method. First, we assume
that the geometry of plants has been formed by the
point cloud. Thus, we consider the point cloud as
the markers of the space within which we should
produce branches. Second, in the reconstructed point
cloud, the markers around each bud are not uniformly distributed, and different parts of the plant
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Fig. 5. Effect of our logistic growth model. From left to right: a reference photo, modeling result using a smaller
constant influence distance (5l), modeling result using a larger constant influence distance (10l), and modeling
result using the influence distance adaptively computed from the logistic growth equation.

point cloud have different influences on the skeleton
growth. Third, the influence distance should not equal
at every stage in real plant growing process. For
example, in early stages, plant grows fast because the
space and light resources are sufficient for each bud;
in later stages, plant grows slowly. In the following,
we describe these improvements for this method to
adapt to the reconstructed point cloud.
Point cloud guided modeling. We present an automatic method to adaptively compute the influence
distance di at each stage. Previous studies [63], [64]
by botanists have shown that plants grow in such a
way that the growth increases rapidly when the plants
are young and decreases as the plants approach their
asymptotic maximum growth capacity. As a result,
branch diameter and length are mainly related to the
age of each branch. To simulate this nonlinear plant
growth, we apply the well-known Logistic model
that describes the balance between branch growth
and competition. Given the internode length l, we let
Hmax = K · l be the maximal branch length from the
leaf to the root, where K is the maximum of internode
quantities from leaf nodes to the root. We assume that
the plant height approximates Hmax . Therefore, our
logistic growth equation can be defined as:

(a) Input point cloud

(b) Weight computation

(c) Result without weight

(d) Result using weight

Fig. 6. Example that shows our weight with color
coding (warm color indicates large weight), as well as
the modeling results without/with the weight.

(7)

influences on the skeleton growth than on leaf points.
Therefore, in our approach, each point is equipped
with two attributes, namely, location and importance
weight. To compute the weight for each point pi , we
first perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and
#» , with the maximum eigen
store the eigen vector, n
pi
value for pi . We search in the neighborhood of pi
and count the number of points pj that have similar
location and eigen vector to those of pi :
#» ? n
#» ) > ε ,
kp − p k < ε , ( n
(8)

Then ρt determines the influence distance di = ρt ·
l at each stage. In Fig. 5, we show the influence of
the logistic growth equation. By using this equation,
we can adaptively adjust the influence distance, thus
causing the parametric plant to fit to the point cloud.
Next, in the work of [14], they treat every point
in perception volume equally, i.e., each point has the
same weight for skeleton computation. However, we
find that the points on branches usually exert larger

where k·k2 denotes the L2 Euclidean norm and ? is
the dot product between two unit normal vectors. We
set these default thresholds to εD = 3cm and εA =
0.9. The number of similar neighbors is denoted as
weight wi , which can be considered the density of
pi determined by its location and principal direction.
Finally, the actual growth direction of each bud A is
computed as follows:
#»
#»
#»
#»
V A = V def ault + αV opt + β V tropism ,
(9)

Ht =

1+

Hmax
,
max
( HH
− 1)e−ρ0 t
0

(6)

where t is the growth iteration time, Ht is the maximal
branch length at time t with default initial value
H0 = 2, ρ0 = 0.3 is the initial growth units. Then the
growth units equation is obtained by the derivation
of equation (6):
ρt =

max
Hmax · ρ0 · ( HH
− 1)e−ρ0 t
dH
0
=
.
max
dt
(1 + ( HH
− 1)e−ρ0 t )2
0

i

j 2

D

pi

pj

A
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#»
where V def ault is the heading direction of bud A,
#»
V tropism = (0, −1, 0) is the tropism
the
Pn vector,
Pnand #»
#»
optimal direction is V opt = (1/ j=1 wj ) i=1 wi V i .
The typical value of α and β is set 1.6 and 0.3. Fig. 6
demonstrates that the weight function can cause the
growth toward the branch part easier and smoother.
5.3 Geometry construction and foliage synthesis
So far we have created a 3D skeletal graph that
represents the main branching structure of the plant.
Then this structure is converted into plant geometry
by meshing branch models and attaching leaves to
tertiary branches and twigs.
Allometric rule application and skeleton refinement.
We reconstruct the polygon model of plant branches
by using a set of generalized cylinders. To estimate
the radius of the cylinder for each node, we apply the
allometric rules described by Equation 5 in a root-totip manner to extrapolate the skeleton thickness. First,
the root node at the plant base should be identified.
Similar to [9], we project the point cloud onto a 2D
ground plane (y = 0) along the vertical axis, and
measure the density of the projected points. Then we
form a cluster of the points with higher density, and
select the cluster centroid as the root point. Next, we
compute a cross-sectional plane that is perpendicular
to the stem axis at this skeleton root point. Finally,
the nearby points in the original point cloud are
projected onto this plane. We utilize the B-spline curve
fitting [65] to precisely measure the diameter of the
trunk at the root node droot .
Since the extracted point cloud from images is
usually noisy and contains outliers, the proposed
approach does not guarantee a smooth transition
between skeleton nodes. Hence, we apply allometric
rules and refine the plant structure either on-the-fly
after each growth iteration or after the entire growing
process. Two operations can be performed: (1) branch
collapse. We traverse each node in the skeletal graph;
if the degree of this node is 2 and its adjacent edges
share similar orientations and radii, then we collapse
this node to its parent node; (2) branch smooth. For a
node v with parent node u and child w , if the angle
→ and −
→ is larger than a threshold ϑ (we
between −
uv
vw
◦
set ϑ = 20 ), then we subdivide the sharp section
between these two edges using a Hermite curve [8].
Leaves generation. To complete the plant model, we
attach leaves (quads with alpha textures) or flowers
(3D mesh) on the created branching structures according to specified plant species. The leaves are generated
at the end of the growth cycle, and distributed at the
tip nodes along branch directions. We use the leaf
configuration method [40] by considering leaf factors,
e.g., the number of leaves at one node, the average
leaf length and width, the angle between a leaf and
its stem, and the normal direction, etc. In the end, we
add textures obtained from photographs of natural
leaves to our geometry to enhance visual appearance.
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TABLE 2
Data statistics and typical parameter values. |I| is the
number of photographs used for reconstruction, |P | is
the number of points in the downsampled point cloud.
H is plant height. |B| is the number of resulting
branches, and lB is the average branch length. The
other parameters are explained in Table 1. Note that
the angles φ and ψ are given in degrees.
Figures Plant Species |I| |P | H(m) l
φ ψ γ |B| lB (m)
Fig. 2 Pentagon Maple 24 240K 3.92 0.050 120 38 0.45 1733 0.501
Fig. 7(a)
Peach
36 312K 4.76 0.038 97 37 0.50 693 0.429
Fig. 7(b)
Laurel
18 41K 0.97 0.051 95 35 0.43 1980 0.089
Fig. 7(c)
Maple
42 333K 5.21 0.049 130 34 0.42 1768 0.306
Fig. 8 Prunus Triloba 47 261K 3.12 0.052 87 41 0.43 2352 0.394
Fig. 9
Cercis
21 327K 4.45 0.051 100 38 0.41 2788 0.205

6

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we first present various experimental
results to verify the effectiveness and validity of the
proposed framework. Next, we evaluate our algorithm and compare our method with other related
state-of-the-art approaches. Our algorithm is implemented in C++ with Qt and OpenGL. All the results
presented in this paper are obtained on a PC with
Intel i7-3770, 3.40 GHz CPU, 16 GB memory, and a
64-bit Windows 7 operating system. The GPU used
for rendering is Nvidia GeForce GTX 760.
6.1

Modeling results

Modeling capability. To demonstrate the modeling
capability of our approach, we reconstruct a variety
of plants with different types of branching structures
and foliage densities, ranging from outdoor trees to
indoor small-sized plants. We use a hand-held digital
camera (Canon EOS 450D) to capture all the photographs used in this paper, while each set of images
contains partially overlapping views of the plants.
Figs 2 and 7 illustrate several selected modeling
results by showing them side by side with the 2D
photographs. Note that for efficient implementation,
we downsample the reconstructed point clouds and
scale all of them into a boundingbox with a size
10m × 10m × 10m. The data complexity and used
parameters for each plant are listed in Table 2. The
figures present that the rendered images are similar
to the photos. Thus, the plant models are realistic to
their 3D shapes. These results demonstrate that our
system can generate plant models that are close to
real ones.
Fig. 8 shows a modeling result of a tree of Prunus
Triloba with heavy occlusion. In this example, the
foliage density is high and the interior branches of
the upper crown are invisible; thus, the interior point
cloud cannot be obtained. Therefore, it needs to model
non-visible branches that are important in determining the plant crown shape. Unlike the approach of [17]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Modeling results of our method for the plants of: (a) Peach, (b) Laurel, (c) Maple. Left-to-right are one of
input images, point cloud, point weight with color coding, textured plant model with foliage.

Fig. 8. Modeling a Prunus Triloba tree with self-occlusion. From left to right: incomplete point cloud; convex hull
(in line mode) of the crown and the sampled points (shown in pink); reconstructed 3D tree model; top view of the
tree model.

Fig. 9. Modeling of a Cercis plant. From left to right: 2D
photograph, reconstructed point cloud and color-coded
density of projected points, full plant with foliage.

method because our rule-based growth mechanism
essentially contains a self-similar property. First, we
compute the convex hull of the crown using the reconstructed 3D points. Then we perform Poisson-disk
sampling [66] to generate randomly and uniformly
distributed points in the interior of the convex hull.
Guided by these overdispersed points, our rule-based
growth creates branches to fill the crown space, as
shown in Fig. 8 (d), which illustrates that the plant
representation through our technique has an advantage of including side data and top and internal data.

that builds a library of replication blocks from visible
branches, we could apply a simpler and more natural

Non-tree plants modeling. Much of existing works on
plant modeling have focused on modeling trees with
main trunk and branches obviously observed from
outside. However, in addition to trees, many ground-
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TABLE 3
Statistics for comparison. |P | is the number of points.
H is plant height. |B| is the number of resulting
branches, and lB is the average branch length. D is
the average mesh-to-scan distance, and σ is the
standard deviation of this distance.

Fig. 10. Comparison of our point cloud reconstruction
(right) with a typical MVS method used in image-based
tree modeling [17] (left), and a traditional PatchMatch
stereo [59] (middle).

covering plants such as bushes and shrubs, reside
under trees in large-scale real scenes. The modeling of
such ground-covering plants is challenging and has
gained little attention; methods like Livny et. al [9]
cannot automatically reconstruct these plants.
A modeling example of a Cercis plant with multiple
roots is illustrated in Fig. 9. In this case, we compute k
roots by selecting the top k cluster centroids according
to their density (see the middle of Fig. 9). Then,
starting from the multiple roots (each initialized with
a separate seed node and with the same parameters),
our method can simulate the competition for point
clouds between these roots.
6.2

Comparisons

Depth map comparison. As we have discussed in the
related work section, the SFM and PMVS approaches,
which have been used in plant reconstruction [11],
[17], suffer from the accurate matching problem for
plant images, and cannot produce adequate points to
satisfy our plant modeling requirements. In the first
column of Fig. 10, only a small amount of the trunk
and branch points are matched and reconstructed.
In this paper, we focus on depth map based plant
point cloud reconstruction methods, in which pixels
along epipolar lines are used to generate depth maps
instead of merely matching key point features. We
compute the dense depth map for each plant image by improving the PatchMatch stereo [59], whose
slanted support windows can correctly reconstruct
these slanted surfaces with sub-pixel precision. In this
way, our branches can be generated automatically by
growing towards the point clouds. Therefore, our reconstructed tree model can be coincident with ground
truth in different perspectives. We also provide a
comparison with [59] in Fig. 10, and it shows that
our approach is more robust to generate point clouds
for multi-view plant images.
Qualitative modeling comparison. Next, we compare our algorithm with the global tree reconstruction
method proposed by Livny et. al [9], which robustly
reconstructs skeletal structures of trees from point

Figures Methods |P | H(m)
Fig. 11 Livny’s [9] 38K 20.13
Fig. 11
Ours
38K 20.13
Fig. 14 Livny’s [9] 368K 11.58
Fig. 14
Ours
368K 11.58

|B|
3921
2307
2691
1170

lB (m) D(cm) σ(%)
1.052 0.36
4.3
1.382 0.28
4.7
0.543 0.55
6.2
0.598 0.17
5.1

clouds. Given the same input point cloud (see Fig. 11),
we apply our algorithm and the method of [9] to
reconstruct 3D tree models. The data statistics is listed
in Table. 3. This example demonstrates that, compared
to [9], our method can reconstruct visually similar 3D
tree models. The detailed comparison shows that the
branches of our result can better match the real point
data (see the branches in green rectangles), although
the straightness of our branches is not as good as [9].
Further, previous reconstruction approaches [9],
[10], [17] only obtained a single static 3D tree model.
By contrast, our method shows the advantages of both
data-driven and rule-based approaches. Thus, we can
not only accomplish a reconstruction mission, but also
model the growing process. In Fig. 12, we show the
modeling process of a tree. In this process, we apply
allometric rules and refine the tree structure on-thefly; hence, some unreasonable branches can be shed
once they do not satisfy the allometric rules. Thus, our
method has a great potential for solving the problem
of exact inverse plant modeling from existing realworld data. Another advantage of our approach over
other methods, which reconstruct a plant graph from
a point cloud or images, is that we can also generate
similar plants by slightly adjusting the parameters.
This advantage is from the procedural model we used
in our approach. Such an example is shown in Fig. 13.
Quantitative comparison. In order to compare the
quantitative performance of our method with that
of the state-of-the-art [9], we conduct two evaluation
types, namely, model-based and scan-based evaluation. First, we collect 10 synthetic plant models from
online resources, such as Xfrog library [1], which are
used as ground truth. For each model, we render 20
images from uniformly distributed views. We apply
our method to extract the point cloud and reconstruct each model. Finally, the similarity ST of each
reconstructed plant and the ground truth model is
computed. We use the similarity distance proposed by
Stava et al. [16], which incorporates shape, geometry,
and structure distance. This measurement evaluates
the visual and structural differences between the two
models, where a value ST = 1 reflects the exact
similarity and ST = 0 means no similarity at all. Our
experiments show that the average model similarity
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Fig. 11. Comparison of plant reconstruction with a global approach [9]. Top left shows the input point cloud,
and top right are the local results (crown part) of [9] and our method. Bottom row: left two images are the
reconstruction results of [9] shown in different views, right two images are our results.

Iteration 6

Iteration 12

Iteration 24

Iteration 30

Iteration 48

Final model

Fig. 12. Modeling of a tree guided by point cloud through simulating the process of an expanding tree structure.
We show the resultant trees at different iteration steps, where the root point is represented using a purple sphere.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 13. (a): reference photo, (b): our default reconstruction result, (c-f): similar plants generated by slightly
adjusting the parameters while being constrained to the shape of the real data.

of our method is 0.893, whereas the average similarity
of [9] is 0.815. The higher similarity indicates our
method is more effective to maintain the botanical
fidelity of plants.
Next, we scan several trees without leaves in the
winter using a Leica ScanStation P20 laser scanner,
where the scanned high-precision point cloud can
be used as ground truth. We reconstruct the models
using our algorithm and the method of [9]. For each
vertex in the model, we compute the distance between
the vertex and its closest point in the point cloud. The
mesh-to-scan distance map of one tree example (its
height is 11.58 m) is depicted in Fig. 14. The average

distance and standard deviation of Livny et. al [9] are
0.55 cm and 6.2%, whereas ours are 0.17 cm and 5.1%.
These visual and quantitative analysis results validate
that our method has a better performance.
6.3

Limitations

We successfully used the proposed method to generate various realistic plant models from images.
Nevertheless, our method also has limitations. First,
although the parameters for different plant species
can be pre-generated or specified in a database, we
have to determine to which species the plant to be
reconstructed belongs to. However, many studies [46],
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high

low

Fig. 14. Quantitative evaluation using a mesh-to-scan distance map. From left to right: 2D photograph, ground
truth point cloud, distance map of the approach [9] and distance map of our method.

[67] have focused on the problem of plant species classification, which may be helpful for us. In addition,
we may still need to slightly adjust the parameters for
a specific plant because different instances of the same
plant species often have different geometric shapes
due to the random factors that affect the growth
process in the nature. One possible solution may be
that we compute the parameters of each instance from
real data (images or point cloud), inspired from the
inverse procedural modeling approach [16].
Second, our method works efficiently for a large
amount of branching plants, but fails to model other
vegetations that are not captured by our parametric
plant representation, such as flowers and climbing
plants (e.g., vines, ivy) [68], [69]. For these plants, additional botanical rules and growth parameters would
be necessary to consider.

to model larger scale scenes, such as a real ecosystem
or even a forest. In this case, we expect to use real
data in a deeper way, such as automatic classification
and recognition of plant species from images or point
clouds. Second, since our modeling approach is rulebased, we are also interested in simulating the dynamic plant behaviors after the environmental factors
have changed, which is important for ecology and
urban planning applications. Finally, although it is
still possible to show the plant growth process with
our recovered model, we cannot verify this simulation
because we do not have real plant growth history
data. We would like to extend our work to plant
growth simulation in the future based on the historic
data of the growth. Therefore, we should have a link
of all historic data in the time axis.

7 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a novel framework for reconstructing
realistic 3D plant models from images. The key feature
of our method is the combination of both procedural
modeling and data-driven reconstruction approaches.
This combination allows generating visually promising plants with precise skeletal structures, while maintaining the botanical fidelity of the plants. Specifically,
a dense point cloud is first obtained from multiview images by exploiting a binocular stereovision
approach. A procedural plant modeling guided by
real point cloud is then performed. Our technique has
an advantage of modeling an integral plant model
from multiple side view images, in which a possible
data losing from top view can be remedied by integral
plant models. This advantage denotes a valuable application in computer graphics-related requirements.
The experimental results validate our modeling approach for various plants. The comparison with the
state-of-the-art methods shows the advantage of our
method for simulating the plant modeling process.
Several possible open problems exist for future
work. First, we would like to generalize our method
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